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Kobe Bryant shirts next to the Al Horford shirts in the Hawks' team gear store.

The Hawks didn’t exactly feel at home when they played the New York Knicks the other night, and tonight’s 

game won’t be any different: the Los Angeles Lakers and their legion of fans will be in Philips Arena.

Ownership apparently isn’t as turned off by this as you would think: They’re now selling opposing team’s gear 

in their store.

“In the arena? Are you serious? Unbelievable,” Jamal Crawford said.

Yes, it is.

Kobe Bryant T-shirts ($30) were for sale right next to Al Horford ($25) shirts in the official team gear store 

Tuesday night. Team vice president of public relations Arthur Triche said Knicks gear also was sold at 

Sunday night’s game against New York.

(UPDATE: The Kobe shirts are now sold out. Still some Horfy shirts left.)

Several Hawks fans have vented their frustrations about this on Twitter. “I can see where people would be 

upset about it,” Triche said.
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A kiosk in CNN Center sold a lot of Lakers shirts.

He said the decision to sell opponents’ gear, at least for marquee games, was announced at a meeting last 

week. Triche said it used to be a common practice. It was done away with when the Atlanta Spirit took over but 

now has been brought back. Triche also said he believes other teams around the NBA also will be selling T-

shirts and items with opponents colors and logos.

So much for an intimidating home court advantage.

The Hawks’ home record (18-11) isn’t much better than their road mark (19-15). In the last game, Knicks’ 

fans in Philips even chanted, “MVP, MVP” for Amar’e Stoudemire.

Before the Lakers game Tuesday, CNN Center was stuffed with Lakers’ fans, many of whom were buying hats 

and shirts at Richard Kitchen’s kiosk.

“I’ll make way more money selling Lakers stuff than I will selling Hawks’ stuff,” he said.

So I realize none of this may matter when the game starts. But doesn’t this irritate you just a little? Or do you 

find it as no big deal?

Let me know — and I’ll be here blogging live during the game.

By Jeff Schultz 
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